B. Read and match the words and the definitions.

1. cemetery
2. fang
3. broomstick
4. cauldron 
5. pentagram
6. wand
7. zombie

a star with five points used as a magic symbol
a dead person who behaves as if he is alive as a result of magic
the area where dead people are buried
a thin stick used for doing magic
the stick on which the witch flies through the air
one of the four longest and sharpest teeth of some animals
a large metal container used for mixing magic things together and 
    cooking them  over a fire

C. Guess who or what your classmate is. Ask Yes/No questions, e.g.:

Are you large / small?
Are you dead / alive?
Are you made of wood / metal / stone?
Is there anything inside you?
Can you move / fly / howl / make a web / use magic? 
Do you wear clothes?
Are you afraid of the sun?
Have you got a wand / a broomstick / a cauldron?
Have you got wings / fangs / a tail / horns / claws / hooves / feathers / a beak?
Do you sleep in a coffin / a grave / a cave?
Do you like eating brains / drinking blood / frightening people? 
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